




www.MINDLESSLONGBOARDS.com

English  Our aim is to provide high-quality, high-performance  
longboards at competitive prices, manufactured ethically.

Our unique design, componentry and constantly evolving ranges 
make us the brand of choice for beginners and expert riders alike!

Français  Notre but est de proposer des longboards et des  
accessoires très performants, de haute qualité, fabriqués de façon 

éthique et à des prix très compétitifs. Grâce à notre gamme en  
constante évolution, à nos accessoires et nos designs uniques,  

nous sommes la marque idéale, aussi bien pour les riders  
débutants que pour les compétiteurs.

Español  Nuestro objetivo es ofrecer longboards de alto  
rendimiento y calidad, a precios competitivos y fabricados de  

forma ética. Nuestros diseños únicos, componentes y un amplio 
catálogo en constante evolución, nos convierten en la marca  

favorita de riders principiantes y expertos por igual

Deutsch  Unser Ziel ist es, qualitativ hochwertige, leistungsstarke 
Longboards zu kostengünstigen Preisen anzubieten, gefertigt  
unter ethischen Grundsätzen. Unser einzigartiges Design, die  

Komponenten sowie unsere ständig weiterentwickelte Kollektion 
machen unsere Marke zur ersten Wahl für Anfänger wie auch für 

erfahrene Skater!



MAKALI DK 
Double Kick  
Freeride 

At home either  
bombing the local hills 
or stomping flip tricks 
the Makali DK is ideal 
for shredding and is  
the pride and joy  
of the Mindless  
2015 range.

MAKALI SK 
Single Kick 
Downhill / Freestyle 

A board that’s at home 
on big hills or in the 
park, it slides like a 
dream and ollies even 
better.

MAKALI DH 
No Kick
Downhill / Freeride 

A no-nonsense  
downhill/freeride 
monster. 

Top mounted ready for 
speed and long-standing 
slides.

Construction  
7 ply Epoxy pressed deck 
made from Maple and  
bamboo with a walnut veneer 
and fibre reinforcement on 
the nose and tails.
Talisman Trucks with  
Freeride bushings
70mm 81a Maji wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

Construction  
9 ply Epoxy pressed deck 
made completely from Maple  
with a walnut veneer and 
fibre reinforcement on  
the nose and tails.
Talisman Trucks with  
Race bushings
70mm 82a Maji wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

Construction  
7 ply Epoxy pressed deck 
made from Maple and  
bamboo with a walnut veneer 
and fibre reinforcement on  
the nose and tails.
Talisman Trucks with  
Freeride bushings
70mm 78a Maji wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

Introducing the MAKALI series of boards. These premium set-ups are designed for versatility and performance.  
There are 3 styles depending on your discipline: double kick, single kick or downhill/freeride, all coming with adjustable 
wheelbases catering for different set up/riding style options. The stunning graphics are by guest artist Bodilpunk. 

MV6000 
38” x  9.5”

MV6000 
36.5” x  9.5”

MV6000 
33.5” x  9.5”



MV7000
48.5” x  9.5”

MV6500
40” x  10”

HAMU 
Dance / Freestyle 

The Hamu board comes with a mellow camber, 
subtle rockers and a unique griptape design. Its 
48.5” length and stable undercarriage make it a 
smooth ride and with adjustable wheel base it 
covers many riding styles and can be used for 
dancing, tricks and cruising on small hills.  

Construction  
7 ply deck made almost completely from 
bamboo with two layers of Maple to 
control the flex and fibre reinforcement 
on the nose and tails. 
Talisman Trucks with Freeride bushings
70mm 78a Maji wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

Looking for a dancing or technical board? Then look no further than our “Hamu” and  
“Nyoka” boards. The large platform area of these two boards offers plenty of space for  
dancing, sliding and flip tricks.

NYOKA 
Carve / Freestyle 

A symmetrical, dual kicked DT mounted 
deck with adjustable wheel base and subtle 
drop platform ideal for freestyle riding. 
The awesome ambigram graphic is made 
using sublimation printing so is  
splash-resistant and hard-wearing.

Construction 
Epoxy pressed made with a combination 
of Maple and Bamboo all wrapped up 
with fibre composite laminates top and 
bottom.
Talisman Trucks with Freeride bushings
70mm 78a Maji wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

Available in 2 flex’s. 
Flex 1: 60-90kg 
Flex 2: 85-120kg



ML8800 
41” x  10”

CAYUGA 
LDP / Freeride

This lightweight switch deck has subtle  
upturned nose and tails, micro-drop  
platform and W-concave locking riders  
in place. The truck and wheel combination 
gives a fast, aggressive yet stable ride.

WREATHER 
LDP / Freeride

Reintroducing the Wreather…. A new shape  
featuring gas pedals, W-concave and subtle nose 
& kick tail combined with a new bamboo / Maple 
construction make this board perfect for freeride.

These boards are drop-thru, multi directional, and ideal for everyday riding. The wide foot platform and  
low centre of gravity make this type of board perfect for sliding, freeriding or cruising.

MV5010
39” x  10”

Construction  
9 ply deck Epoxy pressed made with the 
finest Maple with stained plies and fibre 
reinforcement on the nose and tails.
Talisman Trucks with Freeride bushings
75mm 78a Kabila wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

Construction 
Vertically laminated zebra bamboo core  
sandwiched between four layers of Maple.
7” RK truckss with 88a bushings
71mm 78a Nimballs wheels
ABEC 9 Chrome bearings



ML8700
39” x  9.5”

ML8400
39” x  9.5”

ML8610 
34” x  9.5”

FALCON 
Carve / Freeride

A new addition twin tip, the 
Falcon is 5” longer than the 
Raven and the fibre ply gives 
strength and flex whilst keeping 
the board lightweight.

Construction  
A mix of Maple, Bamboo and fibre 
plies with a smoked bamboo finish.
7” RK trucks with 78a bushings
71mm 83a Nimballs wheels
ABEC 9 Chrome bearings

RAVEN 
Carve / Freeride 

A new shape, added fibreglass  
ply and smoked bamboo bottom, 

combined with a new graphic  
style raise Ravens’ game for 2015.

Available in 2 colours .

Construction  
A mix of Maple, Bamboo and fibre  

plies with a smoked bamboo finish.
7” RK trucks with 78a bushings

71mm 83a Nimballs wheels
ABEC 9 Chrome bearings

SANKE
Carve / Freeride 

The Sanke is our starter  
DT board with Japanese 

inspired artwork giving a 
fantastic entry into the world 

of longboarding, stable and 
great for learning to carve.

Construction 
7 ply 100% Maple deck.

7” RK trucks with 85a bushings
70mm 80a wheels
ABEC 5 bearings

The Classic Twin Tip / Freeride range has been refreshed for 2015 with new price points, upgraded specs  
and a natural feel to the graphics.



MV2610
40” x  9.75”

MV2610
40” x  9.75”

LAKOTA DT II 
Cruise / Carve 

DT cut-outs bring the board closer to 
the ground making a stable, 
confidence-inspiring ride. Featuring 
an adjustable wheel base, CNC shaping 
and satin varnish, the Lakota DT is a 
great all-rounder. 

LAKOTA DT II 
BLACK EDITION
Cruise / Carve 

The same great set-up and construction  
as the original Lakota DT now in a stealthy  
Black Edition.

With limited-run black Haraka wheels 
and Talisman trucks this darker finish  
looks fantastic.  
 

Drop Through boards have a lower centre of gravity for stability. The shape is a combination of pintail nose and a short, 
blunt tail. DT trucks and wheel wells, allow for larger wheels minimising the chance of wheel bite.

Construction  
8 ply Epoxy pressed deck made from 
Maple and bamboo with a walnut 
veneer and fibre reinforcement on 
the nose and tails.
Talisman Trucks with  
Freeride bushings
75mm 84a Haraka wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

Construction  
8 ply Epoxy pressed deck made from 
Maple and bamboo with stained 
veneer and fibre reinforcement on 
the nose and tails.
Talisman Trucks with  
Freeride bushings
75mm 84a Haraka wheels
Precision skate rated bearings



ML8020 
39.75” x  10”

SAVAGE III 
LDP / DH 

The ever popular Savage has been 
updated for 2015 with micro-drop 
platform for a lower centre of 
gravity and W-concave keeping feet 
locked in place. The new graphic is 
now available in two colour options 
for this season.

Construction 
Vertically laminated zebra  
bamboo core sandwiched  
between four layers of Maple.
7” RK trucks with 78a bushings
76mm 83a Shifta wheels
ABEC 9 Chrome bearings

ML4255 
44” x  9.75”

ML4265 
44” x  9.75”

MAVERICK DT III 
Cruise / Carve 

The Maverick DT is back, now epoxy 
pressed with a fresh new graphic and 
is available with either standard  
7” RK or Talisman trucks. 

A hardy perennial for Mindless with 
its good looks, low centre of gravity 
and reliable Shifta wheels ensures 
these boards are a firm favourite  
for 2015.

Construction  
8 ply Epoxy pressed deck made from 
Maple and bamboo with stained veneer 
and fibre reinforcement on the nose 
and tails.
Talisman Trucks with Freeride bushings
or 7” RK trucks with 78a bushings
76mm 83a Shifta wheels
ABEC 9 Chrome bearings



MV2500
44” x  9.75”

ML4055 / ML4065 
46” x  9”

ML6060 
39.5” x  9.375”

Pintails are classic, surf-inspired shapes that you’ll often find on beach promenades.  
Ideal for cruising, carving and pumping.

LAKOTA
Cruise / Carve

The Lakota offers a  
beautifully smooth  
and responsive riding 
experience on an epoxy 
pressed deck with CNC 
wheel wells. The Canadian 
Maple construction with 
bamboo bottom ply shows 
the tribal graphic in all  
its glory!

MAVERICK III 
Cruise / Carve 

A new clean, surf-inspired  
graphic on a smoked bamboo with 
GT stripe inlaid bottom ply gives 
this old favourite new life. 

Construction  
8 ply Epoxy pressed deck made with 
Maple and two tone bamboo bottom ply 
Talisman Trucks with Freeride bushings
or 7” RK trucks with 78a bushings
76mm 83a Shifta wheels
ABEC 9 Chrome bearings

PECHE II 
Cruise / Carve 

An epoxy pressed, lightweight and 
flexible, swallow tail cruiser with smoked 

bamboo plys, the Talisman Peche  
provides stability for all riding styles.

 
Construction  

5 ply Epoxy pressed deck made from  
smoked bamboo and two ply of Maple 

Talisman Trucks with Freeride bushings
71mm 80a Nimball wheels
ABEC 9 Chrome bearings

Construction  
7 ply Epoxy pressed deck 
made with Maple and bamboo 
plies plus fibre reinforcement 
on the nose and tails.
Talisman Trucks with  
Freeride bushings
69mm 81a Haraka wheels
Precision skate rated bearings



ML3060 
44” x  9”

TRIBAL ROGUE II
Cruise / Carve 

Tribal Rogue II is our starter 
pintail board. It has a wide, stable 

platform with subtle concave 
allowing beginners to longboard 

with confidence. Available in 4 
brand new colours for this season.

Construction  
8 ply Maple deck

6” skate style truck with 83a bushings
70mm 80a Team wheels

ABEC 5 bearings

HUNTER III 
Cruise / Carve 

A classic pintail shape with a clean,  
surf style graphic reworked for 2015.  
The mellow concave has a nice flex,  
making the Hunter perfect for cruising 
and offering real value for money.

Construction  
7 ply Maple  deck
6” skate style truck with 83a bushings
70mm 80a Team wheels
ABEC 5 Chrome bearings

ML1120 
38” x  9.75” 



MV1500 
33” x  9”

MV1100 
32” x  8.5”

ML5510 
29.5” x 8.75” 

Construction  
7 ply Epoxy pressed deck 
made with 6 ply Maple and 
fibre laminate top ply
6” Skate style trucks
60mm 88a Pool wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

IKTOMI
Blunt-nosed twin kicked 
board ideal for technical 
bowl or street riders, 
looking for something  
a bit different! 

STUWI 
An epoxy pressed, conventional, 
popsicle skate shape which is light 
despite its size. Mellow concave 
with prominent kicktails.

Construction  
7 ply Epoxy pressed Maple deck
6” Skate style trucks
54mm 100a wheels
Precision skate rated bearings

Small enough for getting around town or using in the park, and smooth enough to ride 
hills or promenades, these boards are compact in size and come in an array of shapes.

Calamari Construction  
7 ply 100% Maple deck with 
beautiful wood grain finish

5.5” RK trucks with 78a bushings
65mm 83a Sushi wheels

ABEC 7 Chrome bearings

CALAMARI II 
The Calamari cruiser board has  

a brand new design for 2015  
available in two colours with 

adjustable rear truck mount and  
fantastic old skool styling.



DAILY GRANDE  
ML5300 - 28” x 7.75” 

With a stained retro styling taken from its 
younger brother, the larger Daily Grande 
board offers more stability and control  
for ease of day to day riding. 

Construction  
7 ply 100% Maple deck
5” trucks with 88a bushings
60mm 83a Cruiser wheels
ABEC 5 Chrome bearings

DAILY STAINED 
ML5150 - 24” x 7” 

Small in size doesn’t mean small in 
performance, the Daily 24/7 needs no 

introduction. Also available in a  
new Red/Yellow colourway.

Construction  
7 ply 100% Maple deck

4” trucks with 88a bushings
60mm 83a Cruiser wheels
ABEC 5 Chrome bearings

CAMPUS V TAIL III 
ML9820 - 28” x 7.75” 

This old school cruiser features a subtle 
upturned nose, kick tail, wheel wells and 
a shallow concave. Complete with a new 
graphic and undercarriage set-up!

Construction  
7 ply 100% Maple deck
5” trucks with 88a bushings
60mm 83a wheels
ABEC 9 Chrome bearings



ML2130
38.25” x  9.25”

ML2030 
34” x  8”

Fibre and bamboo plys are combined to create a strong yet very flexible longboard, providing a 
unique riding experience. Perfectly suited to rough surfaces these boards are comfort cruisers and 
have been a staple of the Mindless range for many years.

CORSAIR III
Cruise / Carve 

The Corsair combines both  
convex and concave shaping  
with a sharp kick tail.  
The maple, bamboo and 
fibreglass construction allows 
the deck to flex smoothly without 
compromising on strength. 
The new, clean surf style graphic 
completes the board.

RAIDER III
Cruise / Carve 

The Raider board is super  
flexy and strong with its new 
construction of maple, bamboo 
and fibreglass. The kick-tail 
allows for tricks and the  
concave deck means the  
board can be carved easily.  
A great all-rounder.

Construction  
A mix of Maple, Bamboo and fibre  
plies with a natural bamboo finish.
7” RK trucks with 78a bushings
68mm 83a Outlaw wheels
ABEC 5 Chrome bearings

Construction  
A mix of Maple, Bamboo and fibre  
plies with a natural bamboo finish.
5.5” trucks with 78a bushings
70mm 80a Team wheels
ABEC 5 Chrome bearings



 
Truck finish: Sand Blasted

Precision internal
design and shaping 
maximises strength 
and minimises weight

Custom kingpin slot
maximising turn whilst
eliminating kingpin 
lock out

Reinforced hanger
shoulders

Pivot cup
removal slot

Faced hangers

Slimline baseplate

BASEPLATE ANGLE: 50°

HEIGHT: 73mm

HANGER WIDTH: 177mm

WEIGHT: 400g

KINGPIN STYLE: Grade 8 fixed kingpin

BUSHING: 15mm Double barrel, 90A freeride Mojo urethane

• Oversized custom stamped washer
• Secondary heat treatment to T6 for extra strength
• Drilled to fit both old and new school set-ups
• Moulded logos and side baseplate print
• Skull Ball pivot with oversized PU cast pivot cup 
   with added lubricant

MV500 - TALISMAN

Our Mindless Talisman Truck has  
been squeeze cast and heat-treated to T6 
letting us keep the hangers lightweight and strong.  
Our skull ball pivot design allows the truck to turn seamlessly through the 
tightest of turns. Full shaping and designing from our in-house development 
team combined with vigorous testing from riders across Europe has resulted 
in a truck that not only looks good but really performs. 

Polished

Also available in:

Matt Black



MV120 - Haraka  
75 x 58mm with  53mm running edge 
69 x 55mm  with 51mm running edge 
66 x 51mm  with 47mm running edge 
All three sizes available in all hardnesses

Designed for speed, cruising and carving. The squared side wall, sharp lip and stepped 
inner edge control the urethane flex and help minimise speed loss. The offset core and 
wide contact patches give these wheels plenty of grip but will still allow the wheels to 
break away when pushed.

MV100 - MAJI 
70 x 51mm 42mm Pre-ground running edge  

A fantastic freeride wheel with pre-ground finish that makes these wheels slide perfectly 
straight out the box. The offset core and rounded outer lip give great breakout and 
hookup feel through the urethane while maintaining plenty of speed. Available  
in a brand new 82a hardness, Majis are our favourite wheels to shred!

78A 

81A 

84A

MV110 - Kabila
75 x 52mm with 44mm Pre-ground running edge 

Great slide  straight out the box! Confidence-inspiring  wide contact patch and  centrally  
set core  controlling consistent flex in the urethane.  Great all round wheel  with thick 
rounded inner  and outer lips of giving loads of  urethane to kill for those speed  
checks and pre-drifts.

78A 

81A 

78A 

81A 

82A 



ML05W - Shifta 
• 76 x 53mm 
• 48.5mm running edge
• 83A SHR Urethane
• Perfect for speed and cruising
• Offset core gives outer edge 
   room to flex
• Large size allows for getting 
   some speed
• As standard on: 
   Maverick, Maverick DT and Savage

ML05W - Team 
• 70 x 42mm 
• 30mm running edge
• 82A SHR Urethane
• Great all-round performance on  
   all surfaces
• Rounded inner and outer lips
• Slight offset core for controlled flex 
• Consistent grip and predictable slide
• Fitted as standard on:
   Tribal Rogue, Raider, Hunter

ML05W - Outlaw 
• 68 x 57mm 
• 53mm running edge
• 83A SHR Translucent Urethane
• High grip wheels perfect for cruising
• Low offset hubs allowing for grip  
   while cornering
• As standard on:
   Corsair

ML05W - Nimball 
• 71 x 51mm 
• 46mm running edge
• 80A SHR Urethane
• Great all-round wheel
• Square edged allowing for 
   smooth, fast rolling
• Guest artwork from Michael Latimer
•As standard on:
  Peché, Raven, Falcon



MV000 - HOODOO BEARINGS

These bearings feature races that go through  
12 stages of shaping and polishing ensuring the  
balls are encased perfectly allowing for minimum 
resistance at speed and support during slides.  
The built-in self-aligning spacers and speed washers 
ensure a precise fit, ensuring the wheels run true.
 
Available in either Freeride or Race profiles

MV200 - JUJU BUSHINGS 

Supplied as a pack of 6 bushings:  
4 barrel and 2 cone, including 2 

Talisman custom top washers  
and 2 cone top washers.

  
Available in 3 hardnesses these 

bushing packs really allow 
individual customisation.

ML921 - MINDLESS TOOL

Our Mindless multi-function tool fits most 
trucks and both Allen key and Phillips head 
hardware. 

Simple push fit assembly allows the Mindless 
tool to be carried easily when disassembled. 

Available in raw and black finishes.

RACE 94A FREERIDE 83A CARVE 78A

ML0560
STICKER PACK
5 mixed colours. Supplied in Packs of 50  



ML0510 
RK TRUCK  

7” Reverse Kingpin Trucks with reversible 
hanger adjusting the caster angle

Available in Polished and Black finishes. 

Fitted with 78A SHR double barrel  
bushings as standard

ML05111 
REVOLVER BEARINGS

The Revolver bearing sets contain 8 high 
quality, precision bearings featuring 

low-friction nylon ball retainers, 
8 speed washers and 4 spacers

 in a display pack

ML0520 
2 ANGLED RISERS AND 8 BOLTS

4 x 1.5” and 4 x 1.25” black, tapered,
Phillips head bolts and Nylon lock nuts
for top mount set ups

2 x Wedge risers reduce wheel bite, allow 
larger wheels to be fitted and increase
the truck hanger angle

ML0521 
DROP THROUGH BOLT SETS

8 x 1.5” black flat Phillips head bolts 
and Nylon lock nuts for DT set ups

ML0530 
DROP THROUGH SHOCK PADS

4 x 1mm rubber strips to help reduce vibrations
Available in Green or Black

ML05384 
EXTRA COARSE 

GRIP TAPE ROLL

Supplied in 11” x 20 yard rolls
Our extra coarse grip is perforated 

for bubble free application



Everyone at Mindless is 100% committed to doing 
everything in our power to help sustain forests and 
the future of our planet! We insist all of our hard 
wood is sourced only from regenerative forests and 
we recycle as much as possible. 

Also by reusing items like grip tape backing for 
packaging and burning the wood scraps to power 
our driers, riders are able to buy our boards with 
confidence.

 +44 (0)1494 726426 
SALES@MINDLESSLONGBOARDS.COM

Want to become part of the Mindless Family? 
Contact the sales team:

Mindless Longboards® is a registered trademark of Stateside Skates LTD.
Stateside Skates reserves the right to change or modify products,
design and prices without prior notice to customers.
©2015 Stateside Skates. All Rights Reserved.
Stateside Skates Ltd is an ISO9001 accredited company.

Unit 6 Amersham Commercial Park
Raans Road, Amersham
Buckingshamshire, HP6 6FT
United Kingdom


